Highly Accurate Tree Models Derived from Terrestrial Laser Scan Data: A Method Description
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Abstract: This paper presents a method for fitting cylinders into a point cloud, derived from a terrestrial laser-scanned tree. Utilizing high scan quality data as the input, the resulting models describe the branching structure of the tree, capable of detecting branches with a diameter smaller than a centimeter. The cylinders are stored as a hierarchical tree-like data structure encapsulating parent-child neighbor relations and incorporating the tree’s direction of growth. This structure enables the efficient extraction of tree components, such as the stem or a single branch. The method was validated both by applying a comparison of the resulting cylinder models with ground truth data and by an analysis between the input point clouds and the models. Tree models were accomplished representing more than 99% of the input point cloud, with an average distance from the cylinder model to the point cloud within sub-millimeter accuracy. After validation, the method was applied to build two allometric models based on 24 tree point clouds as an example of the application. Computation terminated successfully within less than 30 min. For the model predicting the total above ground volume, the coefficient of determination was 0.965, showing the high potential of terrestrial laser-scanning for forest inventories.
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1. Introduction

Estimation of total above ground volume within traditional forest inventory methods is often predicted from volume tables according to the diameter at 1.3 m, referred to as the diameter at breast height (DBH), and height \( h \) or based on empirical volume functions, known as allometric models, commonly using independent predictor variables, such as DBH and \( h \). These allometric models typically take the form of a power, exponential or polynomial model [1] with one or more independent predictor variables. An example of the most commonly used power function is shown in Equation (1), where \( v \) is the volume, \( d \) the DBH and \( a \) and \( b \) are the regression coefficients.

\[
v = ad^b
\] (1)

Individual tree volume can also be calculated by means of a more general formula as a function of DBH and \( h \), as given in Equation (2) [2], with the inclusion of a form factor \( f \) describing the shape and taper of the trunk, which must be determined for every tree species.

\[
v = \frac{1}{4}\pi d^2 hf
\] (2)

To date, various functions for the estimation of above ground volume have been collated and published [3,4]. However, species-specific allometric models are still not always available, especially if regional variation of growth patterns, species provenance, spacing and site variability are to be taken into account. In this case, the analyst must rely on the use of destructive methods to obtain the volume of a tree. One such method is through the use of a xylometer [2]. Although this method is accepted to be accurate, drawbacks include:

1. the destructive and time-consuming nature of the method;
2. logs must be transported to the xylometer;
3. logs might absorb water;
4. the only obtained parameter is volume

Other destructive methods are cheaper, but slightly less accurate, such as the subdivision of a stem into sections and the prediction of the volume of each section as a truncated cone. Similarly, some simple, but less accurate, formulas have been suggested to estimate the volume of trees [2], as demonstrated in Equation (3) with \( g_i \) determining the cross-sectional areas at relative lengths \( i \) and \( l \) being the total length of the tree:

\[
v = \frac{g_{0.1} + g_{0.3} + g_{0.5} + g_{0.7} + g_{0.9}}{5} l
\] (3)

Despite these traditional methods, other approaches have been carried out in the field of remote sensing. A recent sensor technology, which has been used successfully to retrieve forest structural
parameters, is light detection and ranging (LiDAR) utilizing different technologies. LiDAR is nowadays accepted as a rapid and efficient tool for the implementation of forest inventories [5,6]. This technology allows the ranging of objects by measuring either the time of flight between emitted pulses and their received reflections [5] or by measuring the phase shift between the emitted and the received beam. In addition to the distance \(d\), the polar angle \(\theta\) and the azimuthal angle \(\phi\) of the emitted beam are known, resulting in a set of spherical coordinates \((d, \theta, \phi)\). Cartesian coordinates \((x, y, z)\) can be obtained by a transformation of \(d, \theta\) and \(\phi\).

Three different common LiDAR technologies currently exist:

- terrestrial laser scanning (TLS); the scanning system is stationary mounted on a tripod
- airborne laser scanning (ALS); the scanning system is mounted under an aircraft
- vehicle-based laser scanning (VLS); the scanning system is mounted on a ground vehicle

While ALS and VLS can both cover large areas, the resulting point cloud density is much lower than that captured with TLS. High resolution point clouds covering tree surfaces are promising input data for algorithms that fit geometrical objects, such as cylinders, into the point cloud data.

Methods that can derive tree volume and branching structure non-destructively can also potentially provide accurate 3D structural data. This has a range of uses in understanding tree growth and form, scaling theories, competition and resource quality.

In this work, we present an algorithm capable of fitting more than 10,000 connected cylinders into a single tree \((Prunus avium, \text{DBH} \sim 18–20 \text{ cm}, \text{h} \sim 10–12 \text{ m})\), giving a level of detail far exceeding traditional, manual volume measurement-procedures.

1.1. Related Work

Computational forestry using TLS point clouds as input data has become more relevant in the last decade. Early approaches for the estimation of forestry parameters from TLS point clouds have been carried out, such as by Simonse et al. [7]. The authors first determined a digital terrain model (DTM) by selecting the points with the lowest z-coordinates and extracting, according to the DTM, a layer corresponding to DBH. In this layer, Simonse et al. detected circular structures, i.e., stem sections, with the application of a Hough transformation. A ground truth comparison was applied both to estimated tree positions, with a difference of less than 20 cm for most trees, and to DBH, resulting in a standard deviation of 2.8 cm.

Thies et al. [8] used registered TLS data derived from three scan positions per tree to model the stem of single trees, namely European beech \((Fagus sylvatica)\) and wild cherry \((P. avium)\), by fitting cylinders into the point cloud. The non-linear least squares fitting method (NLS method) for estimating the cylinder parameters minimized the square sum of residuals to the cylinder surface. A beech stem was modeled with 75 overlapping cylinders with a length of 0.5 m each, while a cherry stem was modeled with 59 cylinders in total. Both stems could be modeled to the height of the first fork. A root mean square error (RMSE) of 1.7 cm of the fitted cylinders was calculated and also a ground truth comparison to DBH measurements was applied, showing a deviation of −1.3 cm and 0.6 cm for both trees, respectively.

These publications represent two different approaches in retrieving forestry parameters from TLS data applied during the last decade. One approach is to focus on single individuals to gain detailed
information, the other approach is to determine less accurate parameters, often just DBH and height, but covering a larger area of interest, e.g., hectare-sized plots.

At the plot level, various parameter estimation methods have previously been reported [9–15].

At tree level, Pfeifer et al. [16] developed a method to fit cylinders into multiple scan mode point clouds. Single trees were extracted and cylinders fitted by five parameter determination using the non-linear least squares method. As proposed by Thies et al. [8], cylinders have been shifted backward and forward to get an approximate position of the next cylinder. Stem and branches were partially detected. The assessment of quality was performed through visual inspection and by the computation of an RMSE of 1.8 cm between the cylinders and their allocated points.

Buksch et al. [17–19] developed a method to determine a tree skeleton using point cloud data. The authors generated an octree containing the TLS points. By using the neighborhood information of the octree cells, a graph was extracted, and the contained cycles in the graph were deleted. The resulting graph was found to represent the tree skeleton. The evaluation of the goodness of fit was carried out by calculating and depicting distances between the surface points and the predicted skeleton.

Xu et al. [21] applied the Dijkstra algorithm [22] for tree skeletonization. Here, every point was linked with points in a neighborhood of 0.2 m, resulting in a connected graph. Along this graph for every node, the shortest path from a preselected root point was calculated with the Dijkstra algorithm. The lengths of these paths were quantized and clustered into bins. Then, a skeleton was formed by connecting centroids of adjacent bins. This method was further applied by Livny et al. [23]. Both papers focused on the visualization of trees rather than on the estimation of forestry parameters.

Yan et al. [24] also focused on a computer visualization related calculation of a cylinder tree model. First, a kD tree [25] was constructed, then the point cloud was segmented into clusters using the flooding algorithm [26]. All clusters represented a cylindrical subdivision of the point cloud; a cylinder was fitted afterwards. If no cylinder representing the cluster could be found, the cluster was further subdivided into a fourth step. No evaluation of the goodness of fit was applied, although a visual inspection showed a gap-less representation of the input point cloud.

Bayer et al. [27] used a manual skeletonization method on extracted point clouds of single trees under leaf-on conditions. The tree skeleton served as a basis for further automatic computation of branch angles, branch length and branch bending. The cosine of the branch angle was determined as the scalar product of the z-axis and a vector between a point on the branch and the branch base. The length was determined as the distance between the branch base and the branch tip. Furthermore, by using α-shapes [28] on points allocated to a branch section, the authors could calculate the space requirement of the branches by summing the volumes of all tetrahedrons being part of the α-shape. A comparison with ground truth data was not applied.

Belton et al. [29] applied a volume calculation for trees under the leaf-on condition in three steps. After extracting the tree from the raw point cloud, they first applied a principal component analysis to each point’s neighborhood. The features described by the eigenvalues were used as input for clustering through a Gaussian mixture model [30]. As a result, points representing leaves could be deleted from the input point cloud, leaving stem and branch points only. By fitting ellipses into horizontal slices of the remaining point cloud and by connecting the centers of overlapping ellipses, a skeleton was extracted. A cylinder fitting routine was applied on allocated points to a skeleton section. The authors provided
visual inspection of the cylinder model, including gaps, and compared the volume results to an allometric function. The function estimated 34 $m^3$, while the sum of cylinders was determined to be 74 $m^3$.

Dassot et al. [31] employed multiple scan modes for 42 preselected trees consisting of three or four scan positions each. With Polyworks software, the authors selected woody axes as polylines and, afterwards, formed 25-cm segments of the polyline. In an automatic step, a cylinder fitting procedure was applied. Cylinders that were visually incoherent were manually removed, and lastly, missing woody segments were linearly interpolated. Although the cylinder model (only cylinders larger than 7 cm in diameter were taken into account) had some gaps, destructive ground truth measurements showed a good correlation to the TLS volume results derived from the semi-automatic method. Relative differences between the TLS estimates and manual measurements were in a range of 10\% for the stems and in a range of 30\% for the branches.

Raumonen et al. [32] subdivided tree point clouds into small subsets, each subset representing the surface of a tree component. After performing a principal component analysis, the authors were able to extract the skeleton line of the underlying branch segment. Neighboring subsets were merged to segment the point cloud into components, which could be modeled by cylinder fitting. Gaps in the resulting cylinder model had been closed by adding cylinders between neighboring cylinders. The validation of the proposed method was performed by running tests with an artificial point cloud, derived from a modeled tree with known volume. According to the volume, the stem could be modeled completely. Dependent on the different thresholds used, between $\frac{2}{3}$ and $\frac{9}{10}$ of the branch volume was covered. In addition, a comparison between modeled and manually measured diameters was performed.

Jayaratna [33] compared two methods for modeling TLS-scanned trees using cylinders. The first method applied used the RANSAC algorithm proposed by Schnabel et al. [34]. This methodology detected many cylinders incorrectly, possibly due to the irregular shape of the stems and branches that were scanned. Furthermore, Jayaratna developed a method that cut sphere surfaces with the input point cloud. After cutting, patterns could be detected in the output, such as circular structures. Every center point of the detected pattern was used as a center point for a new sphere, resulting in a recursive method covering both stem and branches without gaps. Although the author did not apply validation with ground truth data, visual results promised an accurate algorithm for modeling trees.

Additionally to the given examples, a comprehensive overview of more than 100 articles concerning LiDAR-based computational forestry is given in [5]. Recently, Dassot et al. [35] gave another overview, including supplementary information about various TLS-functionalities, TLS-devices and existing software solutions.

2. Rationale

This paper presents the development of a fully automated method for fitting cylinders into a manually pre-processed point cloud obtained using TLS tree data under leaf-off conditions, in contrast to the method proposed by Dassot et al. [31] requiring manual user interaction. The objective of the methodology is the derivation of gapless tree models, including the remaining branching structure, stored in a hierarchical tree-like data structure. In contrast to other approaches focusing on stem parameters [8,16], this method allows for the extraction of various tree parameters, such as tree diameter,
wood volume and crown architecture. The accuracy of the model must be validated by both ground truth measurements and by a quantification of the goodness of fit of the model to the input data. This has not been performed at all or only to a lesser extent by other works [17–19, 21, 23, 24, 27, 29, 33] or has been performed in works showing improvable results [16, 31]. Since the NLS-based method [8] provides a high accuracy, but a low level of robustness, we also implemented a second method that is less accurate, but more robust. By comparing the results of two methods, cylinders fitted incorrectly by the NLS method are detected and replaced automatically with cylinders fitted using the robust method. Here, we focus on the reconstruction of individual trees that have already been manually extracted from merged point clouds, rather than on the process of extracting these trees initially. A specific aim of our work was to achieve fast computation times for reconstruction and to be able to process point clouds of up to 20 million points efficiently. TLS-based reconstruction methods vary in accuracy when using differing scan properties (range, point density, number of scans, etc.), as well as with different tree species and sizes [32]. We discuss the sensitivity of our method to these issues and suggest that reconstruction accuracy for new scan properties and species can be improved by running multiple reconstructions with varying reconstruction parameters (refer to Appendix Figure A1).

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Terrestrial Laser Scanner

The TLS measurements were performed with the phase shift scanner, Z+F IMAGER 5010 [36]; for technical data, refer to Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beam divergence</td>
<td>&lt;0.3 mrad (fullangle)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam diameter (at a 0.1-m distance)</td>
<td>~3.5 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>187.3 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resolution range</td>
<td>0.1 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical field of view</td>
<td>320°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horizontal field of view</td>
<td>360°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical resolution</td>
<td>0.0004°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horizontal resolution</td>
<td>0.0002°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical accuracy</td>
<td>0.007°rms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horizontal accuracy</td>
<td>0.007°rms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scan mode “high”</td>
<td>10,000 pixel/360°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scan mode “superhigh”</td>
<td>20,000 pixel/360°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scan mode “ultrahigh”</td>
<td>40,000 pixel/360°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.2. Description of the Scanning Campaign

Scans were made in November, 2012, in Southern Germany within an agroforestry system established on abandoned arable land in 1997. The plot is situated in the upper Rhine valley, west of the Kaiserstuhl and northeast of the city of Breisach on the former alluvial fan of the Rhine (48°4′24″ N; 7°35′26″ E), 182 m above sea level. The mean annual precipitation sum amounts to 705 mm with a mean annual air temperature of 10.1 °C, ranging between a monthly average minimum air temperature of 0.2 °C and a maximum of 19.6 °C [37]. Soils are a derivative of windblown Rhine valley sediments, such as periglacial loess. These have a high water permeability and low water storage capacity. Consequently, the site tends to be dry, which presents a potential to limit tree growth in hot dry summers [38].

Three different groups of trees have been scanned, and an overview of sample and scan parameters is shown in Table 2. For software development purposes, 14 leafless branches (Group I) of between 2 m and 3 m in length from all tree species planted on the site were collected and scanned inside a building under controlled conditions with four scan positions each. Two solitary trees (Group II) were selected and scanned with a total of six scans to minimize occlusion. Following scanning operations, both trees were felled below a height of 0.05 m to provide a ground truth comparison of manual measurement methods with TLS estimations. Twenty four trees (Group III) were sourced from the same site. Natural regeneration between and within the rows was controlled to maintain a plot suitable for unhindered scanning; scan positions in relation to the plot layout are depicted in Figure 1.

3.3. Artificial Point Cloud

An artificial point cloud was also used to test the reconstruction method, based on TLS data simulated from a 3D model of a Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris) [39]. The point cloud is that used by Raumonen et al. [32] in testing their method and is described in detail there. The major advantage of using this approach is that the tree size and volume is known exactly. In this case, the reconstruction process can be assessed independently of any possible measurement errors and, so, is an ideal test of the reconstruction. Briefly, the 3D model tree was generated from an empirical growth model, and TLS points were simulated from three locations, using the 3D Monte Carlo ray tracing model library [40]. This resulted in a point cloud of ~3.5 million points, which is used to reconstruct the known branch and trunk volumes.

Table 2. Overview of the applied sample and scan parameters used for data collection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Group I</th>
<th>Group II</th>
<th>Group III</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Species</strong></td>
<td><em>Prunus avium</em></td>
<td><em>Prunus avium</em></td>
<td><em>Prunus avium</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Acer pseudoplatanus</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Quercus robur</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Fraxinus excelsior</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Number of trees/branches</strong></td>
<td>14 branches</td>
<td>2 trees</td>
<td>24 trees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Spacing, within and between rows</strong></td>
<td>—</td>
<td>7.5 m × 15 m</td>
<td>1.5 m × 7.5 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Scan mode</strong></td>
<td>superhigh</td>
<td>ultrahigh</td>
<td>high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Average scans per tree/branch</strong></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.4. Software

The preprocessing of scan data was performed with the Z+F LaserControl software [41]. Multiple scans were co-registered with the help of calibration targets into one common coordinate system, and a mixed pixel filter was applied to delete scan points that provided multiple returns. In the final step, the individual trees were extracted manually from the surrounding point cloud, and then, these points were exported in an ASCII file format.

All algorithms were implemented with the Java Standard Edition Development Kit Version 7 [42]. The external libraries imported into the software project were the Java3d API [43] for visualization purposes and the linear algebra package, Jama [44], used for eigenvalue decomposition and least squares equation solution. Lastly, the CyberVRML97 package [45] was imported for the creation of virtual reality modeling language (VRML) objects from the cylinder models.

MeshLab [46] was used to convert the VRML objects to ply file format, which can be imported into many CAD systems and also into CloudCompare [47], used to render visual output.

3.5. Computer Specification

All computations were run on a machine with an Intel(r) Core(TM) i7-2600K CPU @ 3.40 GHz processor (Intel GmbH Braunschweig, Braunschweig, Germany) with 16 GB RAM (Corsair Components, Inc., Fremont, CA, USA) on a Windows 7 platform (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, USA). As Java is platform independent, the developed software is expected to run on other operating systems. It must be noted that the processor’s full computation power was never used, but memory usage exceeded 8 GB while processing clouds scanned in “ultrahigh” resolution.
3.6. Ground Truth Measurements

Group I samples were measured in detail. At 5-cm intervals, two caliper measurements were performed in perpendicular planes, resulting in four diameters per section. The averaged diameter measurement calculated from the four measurements plus the length of the segment were used as input variables within the volume formula for the creation of circular cylinders. The total sample volume was calculated by the summation of all segment volumes.

The parameters of Group II trees have been measured using standard techniques. Pre-felling DBH and the north direction were noted, in addition to the crown projection area. All branches were measured in situ for the cardinal direction and the perpendicular diameter of each branch at the branch collar; individual branch height from the ground was also recorded. The post-felling total tree length was measured. Additionally, the branches were weighed.

For each tree within Group III, DBH was measured.

4. Method Description

In this section, an overview of the utilized method is given followed by a detailed description of individual steps. After the preprocessing steps described in Section 3.4, the input data consists of:

- filtered scan points representing the surface of the target tree;
- noise points, which mainly represent ground artifacts and branches of other trees;
- height above the ground of the lowest z-coordinate, manually measured with Z+F LaserControl [41];
- optional point coordinates of two points, \( p_{r1} \) and \( p_{r2} \), visually identified as non-ambiguous in natural environment and scan data, and the bearing between \( p_{r1} \) and \( p_{r2} \), measured with a compass.

4.1. De-Noising

Data points are clustered spatially (refer to Appendix A), and all clusters are visualized in different colors. All clusters containing less than a user-defined number of points are deleted. The threshold selection is implemented with a slider; moving the slider changes the visibility of all affected clusters in real time. After accepting a threshold value, which itself does not remove points on the target tree, the deletion of points is executed. Through cursor selection, remaining undesired clusters are removed in the next step. False deletions can be undone before confirmation.

If noise points are spatially connected to target trees points, an occurrence that can prevent the separation of these points by clustering, artificial gaps can be introduced to the data by deleting points that are contained in a user-defined box, and the previously described de-noising procedure has to be repeated.

4.2. Referencing

First, a translation along the z-axis is performed, so that the z-coordinate of each point equals the height above ground in the natural environment.
Optionally, a rotation around the z-axis is performed, so that the vector, $(1, 0, 0)^T$, represents the north direction in the data. Let $p_{r1}$ and $p_{r2}$ be two identified points in the input point cloud and $\alpha$ the bearing between $p_{r1}$ and $p_{r2}$; Equations (4)–(6) can then be applied:

$$p_{r3} = p_{r1} \begin{pmatrix} \cos \alpha \\ -\sin \alpha \\ 0 \end{pmatrix}$$

$$\beta = \arctan2(p_{r1y} - p_{r2y}, p_{r1x} - p_{r2x}) + \arctan2(p_{r1y} - p_{r3y}, p_{r1x} - p_{r3x})$$

$$\begin{pmatrix} x \\ y \\ z \end{pmatrix} := \begin{pmatrix} x \\ y \\ z \end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix} \cos \beta & -\sin \beta & 0 \\ \sin \beta & \cos \beta & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 1 \end{pmatrix}$$

4.3. Cylinder Model Creation

4.3.1. Cylinder Detection with the Usage of a Sphere (Refer to Figures 2(a)–2(c))

The principal idea of cutting sphere surfaces with tree point clouds [33] is utilized. Let $s$ be a sphere with a sphere center, $sc$, located approximately on the tree skeleton and with a radius, $r$, greater than the diameter of the cross-sectional area around $sc$.

The point set, $P$, with $P$ being all points included in the $\epsilon$-neighborhood of the sphere surface, represents all cross-sectional areas in a distance $\sim r$ of $sc$. If $s$ is sufficiently large, even within branch junctions, the cross-sectional areas will be spatially unconnected. Due to such unconnectivity, $P$ can be spatially subdivided into subsets $P_i$, with $P_i$ representing the $i$-th cross-sectional area (refer to Figure 2(a)). As cross-sectional areas of stem and branches can be approximated by circles, into each $P_i$, a circle, $c_i$, with radius $cr_i$ and center point $cc_i$ is fitted (refer to Section 4.6). New spheres, $s_i$, are generated, with $cc_i$ as the center point and $cr_i \times x \ (x \in \mathbb{R} \land x > 1)$ as the radius, in accordance with a lower limit for the radius. Additionally, cylinders with start point $sc$, endpoint $cc_i$ and radius $cr_i$ are stored in a list, with an optional threshold set for the radius (refer to Figure 2(b)). For all spheres, $s_i$, the described procedure can be repeated (refer to Figure 2(c)).

To prevent the algorithm from jumping back and forth, all points inside $s$ are deleted from the input point cloud after child-spheres $s_i$ are detected.

4.3.2. Initialization and Termination of the Method; the Usage of FIFO-Queues $F1$ and $F2$ to Follow the Stem and Branches According to Their Order (Refer to Figures 2(d)–2(g))

Since a recursive implementation of this method leads to undesired connections between neighboring branches, two First In - First Out (FIFO)-queues are used to store spheres yet to be processed. The FIFO queue $F_1$, is initialized with a sphere located at the stem base. Since the de-noising procedure ensures that no compartments of other trees or ground artifacts are included in the point cloud, a thin slice at the height of the minimum $z$-coordinate contains only a cross-sectional area of the target tree stem. A circle is fitted into the slice and transformed into a sphere, which is then stored in $F_1$ (refer to Figure 2(d)).
Figure 2. Visualization of the method in detailed steps; a branch of Group I is used: (a) The cross-sectional area, $P_i$, derived from the $\epsilon$-neighborhood of the visualized sphere with sphere center $sc$ and radius $r$; (b) A circle, $c_i$, is fitted into $P_i$; circle parameters $cr_i$ (radius) and center point $cc_i$ are used as the radius and endpoint of a new cylinder with its start point being the sphere center, $sc$; (c) A new sphere, $s_i$, is generated with $cc_i$ as the center point and a radius larger than $cr_i$; (d) Initialization at the base of the tree/branch; (e) Terminus of branch with order zero (stem for a real tree) is reached (FIFO queue $F_2$ is transferred to FIFO queue $F_1$ the first time); (f) All branches of order one have been processed ($F_2$ is transferred to $F_1$ the second time); (g) The cylinder following terminates; $F_1$ and $F_2$ are both empty; (h) All detected cylinders after termination of the cylinder following; (i) The final cylinder model after post-processing steps; branches of order one are colored differently; the fit quality has been improved.

This sphere is processed as follows. If during processing, more than one child-sphere is detected, the largest child-sphere is always processed first. The $n - 1$ smaller child-spheres are stored in another FIFO-queue, $F_2$, until no more cross-sectional areas along the followed branch or stem are detected (i.e., the main branch or stem has been processed to its tip). This procedure is repeated for all spheres stored in $F_1$ sequentially. When $F_1$ is empty, all spheres contained in $F_2$ are transferred to $F_1$ (refer to Figures 2(e) and 2(f)). Up to five thresholds can be adjusted at this time, namely two clustering parameters (refer to Appendix A), the minimum sphere size, the minimum cylinder radius and the size...
of the $\epsilon$-neighborhood of the sphere surface. The reason for the adjustment is an expected change in the order of processed branches by one. Branches of order $n + 1$ have a diameter smaller than their $n$-th-order predecessors. At the same time, the frequency of branches becomes greater after the order change, leading to a denser neighborhood.

The loop in algorithm 1 terminates, when the currently processed sphere reaches a terminus, and $F_1$ and $F_2$ are empty (refer to Figures 2(g) and 2(h)). Termination is assured, as during every generation of child-spheres, points are deleted from the input point cloud, and the number of points is finite.

---

**Algorithm 1: Cylinder model creation.**

**Data:** A list of denoised and referenced TLS points located on a single tree surface

**Result:** A hierarchical tree-like data structure containing cylinders representing the tree

Create two empty FIFO-queues, $F_1$ and $F_2$, to store spheres;
Create an empty list, $L_{Cyl}$, to store the cylinders;
Compute a starting sphere on base of the tree and enqueue to $F_2$;

while $F_2$ not empty do
  move all spheres from $F_2$ to $F_1$;
  adjust thresholds;
  while $F_1$ not empty do
    dequeue a sphere $s$ of $F_1$;
    while $s \neq null$ do
      extract a subset, $P$, from the input list; $P$ contains all points located in the $\epsilon$
      neighborhood of $s$;
      cluster $P$ into a list, $L_{cluster}$, of clusters $P_i$;
      if $L_{cluster}$ not empty then
        fit a circle, $c_i$, into each $P_i$;
        generate a cylinder for each $c_i$, using the center point of $s$, the center point of $c_i$ and
        the radius of $c_i$;
        store the cylinders in $L_{Cyl}$;
        generate a sphere, $s_i$, for each $c_i$;
        $s = largest s_i$;
        all other $s_i$ are enqueued in $F_2$;
      else
        $s = null$;
      end
    end
  end
end

start from first cylinder to build parent child relation in $L_{Cyl}$ to gain an hierarchical tree-like data structure;
allocate points to each cylinder;
improve the fit of each cylinder by proposed method;
If the scan quality is high enough, namely scans taken with a very high resolution and with sufficient scan positions preventing occlusion effects, the output will include a list of cylinders covering the complete tree. Otherwise, the traced route of a branch might end in an occlusion gap or the number of points representing a cross-sectional area might be too low to fit a circle, which subsequently will prevent the tracking of the affected branch to its tip (refer to Section 4.5).

4.3.3. Post-Processing Steps (Refer to Figure 2(i))

4.3.3.1. Hierarchical Tree-Like Data Structure

In the resulting list, one constraint remains: the start point of every cylinder (with the exception of the first cylinder in the list), constitutes the end point of the preceding cylinder. This constraint allows for the construction of a simple tree data structure.

The first cylinder in the list is added to the tree structure and set as the root-node. After this, a recursive search seeks cylinders that possess a start-point that is equal to the end-point of the previously added cylinder. Such cylinders are added to the tree, with a link between parent-node and child-node and vice versa. After recursion stops, all cylinders have been added to the tree structure.

For some of the following operations, the allocation of cylinders between two neighboring branch junctions to a common segment is needed. The tree structure allows for the efficient detection of these segments. The first segment starts at the root node. Moving up the tree, all nodes, which have one or zero child-nodes, are allocated to the segment, until a node is found with at least two child nodes. This is the last node allocated to the segment. All child-nodes are the starting nodes of new segments.

All segments containing only one cylinder, which is not related to any child-cylinders, are removed from the tree structure, as these are most likely to be incorrectly detected cylinders.

4.3.3.2. Improvement of Branch Junctions

Visualization of the results showed that the first cylinder of each segment is often not in accordance with its surrounding points. While radius and end points are well approximated, the start point can be misallocated. This might be attributed to the fact that in Algorithm 1, the sphere centers are located along the tree skeleton, but are not necessarily located at the points where one skeleton line splits into two or more skeleton lines. A new start point, \( sp \), for these cylinders is computed according to Equation (7), with \( ep \) being the end point of the cylinder, \( l \) its length and \( \vec{d} \) the normalized direction vector of the next cylinder in the segment:

\[
sp = ep - l\vec{d}
\]  

(7)

The length of a cylinder is proportional to the diameter of the stem or branch section. For this reason, a merging operation is performed to elongate and reduce the number of cylinders, so more points can be allocated to a single cylinder. Only cylinders belonging to the same segment are merged. Up to three cylinders are merged into one cylinder; the radius of the merged cylinder is calculated by the computation of the original cylinders’ median radius.
4.3.3.3. Improvement of Fit Quality

In the next step, we allocate TLS point data with the updated cylinders. Cylinder radii are temporarily enlarged, and points contained in the enlarged cylinders are allocated to the cylinder. Allocated points and the non-enlarged cylinder are used as input data for the improvement of the cylinder fit (refer to Section 4.7).

4.3.3.4. Extraction of Tree Parameters

Post-processing procedures are performed, with an aim to enrich the amount of information contained within the tree model. First, stem cylinders are determined with the help of the tree structure. For all leaf nodes in the structure, the length of the path to the root node is calculated. Cylinders along the longest path are considered stem cylinders. By a visualization check, a failure of this automation can be detected, and the leaf cylinder can be selected manually.

All child nodes of stem cylinders, which do not contain other stem cylinders, act as start nodes for branches. All branches belonging to one cylinder can be extracted from a subtree with the start node acting as the root node.

For the determination of the crown base, a search along the stem starting at the base of the tree is performed. The search terminates when reaching the first branch with predefined minimum thresholds for the diameter at branch collar and length. Since this predicate varies with tree age and species, generic thresholds cannot be found. Additionally, other attributes of the crown base might be desired (e.g., the first whorl). By visual inspection, a failure of this automation can be detected, and the user can determine the branch base manually.

All cylinders contained in the subtree with the crown base cylinder as a root node are determined as part of the crown. Cylinder endpoints are extracted to be used as input data for the determination of a convex hull for crown modeling. This input data has two advantages over using the TLS point cloud for convex hull determination. First, the data size is reduced, and secondly, the data contains neither noise points nor points below the crown base on the stem. The “gift-wrapping” algorithm proposed by Chan et al. [48] was implemented for 3D convex hull determination. Despite the fact that faster algorithms exist, this algorithm was employed due to its simplicity. With input sizes of \(\sim10,000\) input points, the algorithm, which assures a runtime complexity of \(O(n\#h)\) (\(\#h\) being the number of hull faces), terminated in less than a second.

The input points of the “gift-wrapping” algorithm were projected to the \(x,y\)-plane, and a two-dimensional incremental convex hull algorithm [49] was used to compute the crown projection area of the target tree.

The final tree model (refer to Figure 2(h)) allows the extraction of the parameters shown in Table 3.
4.4. Implemented Search Structure

All implementations of the method can be run by so-called brute force searches in theory. With an input data size of up to 20 million points, a runtime complexity of \( O(n^2) \) or more, though, is unpractical. Often, search-operations in 3D data either rely on the usage of either kD-trees [25] or octrees [20].

The implemented search structure needs to provide two time-efficient operations: the return of all points contained inside a sphere (often referred to as a range search) and the removal of all points contained inside a sphere. Although binary trees, such as the kD-tree, guarantee basic operations, such as finding the nearest neighbor or removing a point, in \( O(\log(n)) \) complexity, the complexity for a range search in three-dimensional data is \( O(n^{2/3}) \) for a balanced tree and \( O(n) \) for the unbalanced version. To assure \( O(n^{2/3}) \) at all times, deletion operations require time costly re-balancing. While in an octree worst case, the time complexity for a range search is always \( O(n) \), the expected runtime is sublinear; although, being less efficient regarding runtime complexity the octree provides other advantages over the kD-tree. It can contain other geometric objects than points (i.e., cylinders), and the deletion of objects never requires re-balancing. In an octree, the test for an octree cell intersecting with a sphere is straightforward, enabling the efficient search for points inside a cylinder, as these are approximately represented by their bounding spheres.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tree length</td>
<td>Sum of all stem cylinder lengths</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree height</td>
<td>Maximum ( z )-coordinate of all cylinder end points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total above ground volume</td>
<td>Sum of all cylinder volumes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stem volume</td>
<td>Sum of all stem cylinder volumes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solid volume</td>
<td>Sum of all cylinder volumes with cylinder diameter larger than 7 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBH</td>
<td>Diameter of the cylinder at 1.3 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crown space occupation</td>
<td>Volume of the convex hull of crown cylinders’ endpoints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crown projection area</td>
<td>Area of the 2D convex hull of projected crown cylinders’ endpoints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Branch azimuth</td>
<td>Angle between north vector and direction vector of a branch segment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Branch length</td>
<td>Length along the longest path in a branch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Branch volume</td>
<td>Sum of all branch cylinders volume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Branch height</td>
<td>( z )-coordinate of first branch cylinders start point</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.5. Imperfect Point Clouds

If points have not been used for detecting cylinders in Algorithm 1, these points are still contained in the octree structure, while all used points have been deleted. All points left in the octree are clustered (refer to Appendix A); very small clusters are deleted. For each cluster, the described method is applied once more, resulting in a cylinder list for each cluster.

Let \( c \) be the first cylinder in such a list. A search is performed to find a cylinder, \( c' \), in the primary list to connect to the start point of \( c \). Distances \( d_i \) between the start point, \( sp \), of \( c \) and all cylinder endpoints,


$e_{p_i}$, in the primary list are determined. Let $e_{p'}$ be the endpoint with the minimum distance; then, the cylinder with endpoint $e_{p'}$ is chosen as $c'$. A new cylinder, supposed to fill the volume of the occlusion gap, is generated with $e_{p'}$ as the start point, $s_{p}$ as the endpoint and a radius of $c$ as the radius. This procedure must be performed before the tree structure is built to include newly-detected cylinders.

4.6. Circle Fitting

Three different methods (least squares fit, plane fit and median fit) have been implemented to fit a circle, $c(x_0, y_0, r)$, into a subset, $P$, of the TLS points, representing a cross-sectional area of a branch or stem.

Circle $c$ can be fitted into a set of $n \geq 3$ points, $p_i(x_i, y_i) \in \mathbb{R}^2$, using least squares [50–52]. After a transition of $P$ into $\mathbb{R}^2$, the Gauss–Newton algorithm [53] is applied. For implementation details, refer to Appendix B.2.

The second method was proposed by Jayaranata [33]. A plane, $Pl$, is fitted into $P$ (refer to Appendix C), and we calculate the intersection, i.e., the desired circle, $c$, between $Pl$ and the sphere, $s$, which was used in Algorithm 1. Center point $cc(x_0, y_0)$ of $c$ is the orthogonal projection of the sphere center, $sc$, onto the plane. With distance $d$ between $sc$ and $cc$ and $sr$ being the sphere radius, we can apply Equation (8) to compute the circle radius, $cr$:

$$cr = \sqrt{sr^2 - d^2}$$

The third method is straightforward, using the center of mass of $P$ as center point $cc(x_0, y_0)$ and the median distance of all allocated points to $cc$ as radius $cr$.

4.7. Cylinder Fitting

Into a subset, $P$, of $n \geq 5$ TLS point clouds, representing a branch or stem section, a cylinder $c(x_0, y_0, z_0, a, b, c, r)$ can be fitted with least squares [8]; here, $p_0(x_0, y_0, z_0)$ being a point on the axis, $ax$, $\vec{d}_a = (a, b, c)^T$ the direction vector of $ax$ and $r$ the cylinder radius. The implementation details of the applied Gauss–Newton algorithm [53] are given in Appendix B.1.

Cylinder fitting with least squares sometimes results in incorrectly fitted cylinders. The visualization of fitted cylinders showed:

- incorrectly fitted cylinders are often located in components representing very small branches or in regions with low point cover;
- in each iteration of the fit, the diameter of the cylinder grows rapidly.

Whenever the initial cylinder radius is smaller than a certain threshold or when the number of allocated points is too low, another cylinder fitting method is applied. This is also the case, when the least squares fitted cylinder diameter has become much larger than the initial parameter.

The second method (the quantile method) is straightforward. Under the assumption that the cylinder axis is already well fitted, the only parameter left to be improved is the radius. Distance $d_i$ to the cylinder
axis is computed for each allocated point. The cylinder radius is updated according to a quantile of the set of all \( d_i \) (refer to Section 5.1 for the quantile adjustment procedure).

4.8. Distance Analysis between TLS Cloud and Cylinder Model

The distance, \( d_{ij} \), between a point, \( p_i \), and a cylinder, \( c_j \), is defined according to distance \( d_i \) in Equation (A4) within Appendix B.1, if the projection, \( p_i^* \), of \( p_i \) onto the cylinder axis is between start point \( c_s \) and end point \( c_e \) of the cylinder. Else, we define \( d_i^* \) in Equation (9):

\[
d_i^* = \min(dist(p_i^*, c_s), dist(p_i^*, c_e))
\]  

(9)

and apply Equation (10):

\[
d_{ij} = \sqrt{d_i^*^2 + d_i^2}
\]  

(10)

with \( d_i \) the distance defined in Equation (A4). The minimum of all possible distances between \( p_i \) and every cylinder in the model is the distance between \( p_i \) and the cylinder model. With \( n \) being the number of input points and \( n^* \) being the number of points with a distance of less than 3 cm to the model, we define the cover of our model in Equation (11) as a measure for the quantity of the completeness of the fit.

\[
\text{cover} = \frac{n^*}{n}
\]  

(11)

Furthermore, we apply a normal distribution fitting to the distance histogram of the \( n^* \) nearest points to the cylinder model to obtain different measures for the quality of the fit, i.e., the standard deviation, \( sd \), and the mean, \( \bar{x} \), of the original distance data and the standard deviation, \( \sigma \), and the mean, \( \mu \), of the fitted normal distribution.

The usage of 3 cm as a threshold for cover acceptance is justified by the large deviation of stem forms of both Group II trees from a circle. Although this rather high value improves the value for the cover falsely in a positive way, all four quality fit parameters, i.e., \( sd, \bar{x}, \sigma \) and \( \mu \), are effected with a negative, increasing effect. The average standard deviation of 3.82 mm for the Group III models (refer to Figure 3) indicates that 99.73\% of the point data, which is accounted as being fit by cylinders, are included in the range of 1.14 cm.

Figure 3. Visualization of eight neighboring Group III tree models.
5. Results and Discussion

We first give an overview on the Group I results, as the algorithm was developed and adjusted utilizing these branches. Afterwards, a deeper analysis of the Group II results is presented, including a comparison to ground truth measurements, as well as an examination between the input point cloud and the resulting cylinder model. An analysis of the artificial point cloud results, where all structure parameters are known a priori, is performed. Two allometric models derived from 24 Group III trees will conclude the results.

5.1. Group I Results

A comparison was carried out between manual ground truth volume measurements $V_{OL_{GT}}$ and TLS results $V_{OL_{TLS}}$ for this group. First, we chose to use the median as the quantile for the cylinder fitting method, as outlined in Section 4.7, which is performed whenever a least squares fit is not applied. The linear model in Equation (12) (adjusted coefficient of determination ($r^2_{adj}$) = 0.95) points to a slight underestimation of the volume within the TLS results.

$$V_{OL_{GT}} = 0.99V_{OL_{TLS}} + 129$$ (12)

Using 81 quantiles, $81 \times 14$ volume calculations (ranging from the 0.4% to the 0.8% quantile) were carried out for all 14 branches, and the normalized root mean square error (NRMSE) for each quantile was computed. A minimum NRMSE of 3.16 (see Figure 4(a)) was achieved by using the 0.56% quantile. The use of this quantile leads to the linear model in Equation (13) ($r^2_{adj}$ = 0.96, as depicted in Figure 4(b)).

$$V_{OL_{GT}} = 1.01V_{OL_{TLS}} - 44$$ (13)

Figure 4. Group I results: (a) normalized root mean square error (NRMSE) in dependency of the quantile used for the quantile cylinder fitting method; (b) Linear regression between TLS results and manual volume measurements.
5.2. Group II Results

First, a discussion on the impact of the selection of one of the three different circle fitting methods (refer to Section 4.6) is applied. Visual inspection, as depicted in Figure 5(b), indicates that the least squares method alone is capable of detecting nearly every branch within the tree; nevertheless, the method still leads to occasional, obviously too large incorrect cylinders. In Figure 5(c), representing the plane fitting method, the errors are smaller, but the method is not capable of detecting every branch on the tree. The circle fitting method used throughout the results in this paper is the quantile method, which is capable of following every branch without the erroneous results provided by the least squares method. It should be noted that the errors produced in the first (NLS fitting) and the second (plane fitting) method could be minimized with manual threshold adjustment, but never completely eradicated. In public releases of the software, it is intended to include all three circle fitting methods, with an option for the user to choose between them.

Figure 5. Impact on the selection of different circle fitting methods of tree #1 (height ≈ 12 m): (a) the input point cloud of Tree 1; colors represent (unused) intensity values; (b) a model derived by the NLS method with large failure cylinders; (c) a model derived by the plane fitting method with failure cylinders; (d) a model derived by the quantile method covering the complete input point cloud without errors, with successfully detected stem and branches colored differently.

Distance analysis (refer to Section 4.8) derived plots of the histograms and fitted distributions are depicted in Figure 6 for both tree models.
Figure 6. Distance histogram with fitted normal distribution for both Group II point clouds: (a) distance histogram for Tree 1; (b) distance histogram for Tree 2.

In both density plots, two peaks are visible. We attributed the left peak to the least squares fitted parts of the tree and the smaller right peak to the quantile cylinder fitting method. Resulting values for both trees are given for two resolutions; lower resolutions were produced artificially with Laser Control [41] and noted in Table 4. For the two high resolution results, we achieved a cover of more than 99%. By reducing the point density by a factor of ten, we had in both results a cover loss of approximately 2%. The average fit quality represented by \( \bar{x} \) and \( \mu \) in every case presented sub-millimeter accuracy. The variance of distances, presented by \( sd \) and \( \sigma \), is high compared to the average fit accuracy, this may be attributed to the fact that natural branch segments differ greatly from a mathematical cylinder. Variance also increased with reduced point cloud density. The data preparation with Laser Control was time consuming for the two trees scanned in ultra-high resolution, with total scan file sizes of 36 GB. The software runtime changed from 491 seconds to 41 seconds for Tree 1 by reducing the resolution.

Table 4. The impact of lowering the point cloud density on the goodness of fit.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tree ID</th>
<th>Number of Points</th>
<th>( sd ) (mm)</th>
<th>( \bar{x} ) (mm)</th>
<th>( \sigma ) (mm)</th>
<th>( \mu ) (mm)</th>
<th>Cover (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>19,669,123</td>
<td>6.04</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>4.45</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>99.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1,688,509</td>
<td>6.09</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>4.47</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>97.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>20,362,484</td>
<td>5.94</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>3.91</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>99.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2,618,278</td>
<td>6.10</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>3.99</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>97.74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Additionally, comparisons to ground truth measurements were applied, which can be seen in Figure 7.
Figure 7. Analysis between TLS-derived data and ground truth data for 28 branches with respect to: (a) branch height; (b) azimuthal direction of branches; (c) TLS-volume against biomass (fresh weight); (d) diameter at branch collar.

From a total of 29 larger branches, 28 could be successfully detected in our resulting data according to height and azimuth. For these branches, we analyzed the correlation between manually-measured and TLS-derived height, the correlation of both azimuth measurements, the correlation between TLS-derived volume and fresh weight and the correlation of diameters at the branch collar. Branch height showed a $r_{adj}^2$ equaling 1.000, suggesting that both ground truth and TLS data seem to be measured accurately.
For the azimuthal direction, the acquisition of ground truth data was reported to be rather difficult on a standing tree. The coefficient, $a$, in the linear model ($r_{adj}^2 = 0.974$) with a value of 0.918 might be an indicator of an error in the manual measurements, as visual inspection of TLS results showed no errors regarding the azimuth. As there was no ground truth volume data collected for the branches, it was only possible to model the relation between volume and weight. Density is considered to vary within and between trees [54]; the resulting $r_{adj}^2$ might be expected to be slightly lower. Linear modeling resulted with a $r_{adj}^2$ value of 0.92. The largest discrepancy between ground truth data and TLS results was detected in the diameter analysis with a $r_{adj}^2$ of 0.784. This discrepancy can be partially explained by two different measurement methods. Ground truth diameters have been measured at the outer extremity of the branch collar. In the TLS method, the diameter of the third cylinder of every branch was taken, as cylinders near branch junctions showed larger errors in diameter than others by visual inspection.

Additionally, a comparison between the manual an TLS-derived crown-projection area was performed for both trees, depicted for Tree 1 in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Crown projection analysis for Tree 1: (a) comparison to manual results; (b) in the $x,y$-plane projected point cloud as visual validation.

Results of the crown projection area, DBH and length measurements are included in Table 5, showing high accuracy in length measurements. DBH and crown projection area correlate well for Tree 1 with a larger deviation for Tree 2. Visualization of TLS derived results did not reveal an explanation for the deviation, but this might be dictated by the fact that the TLS-derived diameter is taken from a cylinder with a length larger than 20 cm, which still covers the DBH height, but also covers sections below and above 1.3 m. An error in ground truth data or an error caused by the deviation of the stem form from a circular cylinder can also not be suspected.
Table 5. Comparison of manual ground truth data with the TLS-derived results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tree ID</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>DBH (cm)</th>
<th>Length (m)</th>
<th>Crown projection area (m²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>manual</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>11.52</td>
<td>8.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>TLS</td>
<td>18.1</td>
<td>11.57</td>
<td>8.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>manual</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>12.60</td>
<td>10.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>TLS</td>
<td>21.4</td>
<td>12.62</td>
<td>12.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Visualization of the cylinder models of both trees are depicted in Figure 9.

**Figure 9.** Visualization of both Group II trees (height ≈ 12 m): (a) TLS point clouds; (b) cylinder models with branches colored differently; (c) extracted stems of the cylinder models; (d) model of the crowns, stems and crown projections; (e) enlarged view into the lower crown point cloud of 2; (f) enlarged view into the lower crown cylinder model of 2.

5.3. Artificial Point Cloud Results

Thresholds used for Groups II and III could not be applied to the artificial point cloud. It took about 20 software runs to adjust the thresholds to a point where satisfactorily results were achieved (refer to Figure A1). Comparisons between the values of the original cylinder model and that derived by our software are included in Table 6. An underestimation of the crown projection area by our method
indicates that not every branch was followed to its tip. With an overestimation of 2.5% of total volume, either some incorrect cylinders were included in our model or the diameter of cylinders was slightly overestimated. Visualization showed for this point cloud that, due to the very dense neighborhood of small branches, sometimes artificial connections between two branches are included in our model. Distance analysis with values given in Table 7 indicates a good cover of our model: missing only 0.5% of the point cloud. This suggests that the algorithm is suitable for a wider range of tree forms than just P. avium [55]. Better variance parameters than those found for the ground truth trees are possible due to the mathematical origin of the point cloud data, while \( \overline{x} \) results in poorer values than for the same parameter for the Group II trees.

Table 6. Comparison between original data and the proposed method results for the artificial point cloud.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Set</th>
<th>DBH (cm)</th>
<th>height (m)</th>
<th>Volume (L)</th>
<th>Crown Projection Area (m(^2))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>original</td>
<td>22.4</td>
<td>17.73</td>
<td>666.5</td>
<td>30.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>program results</td>
<td>22.4</td>
<td>17.74</td>
<td>683.6</td>
<td>29.70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7. Distance analysis between the point cloud and the derived model for the artificial tree.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tree ID</th>
<th>Number of Points</th>
<th>(sd) (mm)</th>
<th>(\overline{x}) (mm)</th>
<th>(\sigma) (mm)</th>
<th>(\mu) (mm)</th>
<th>Cover (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>artificial</td>
<td>3,442,699</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>2.134</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>99.48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Visualization of the results of the artificial point cloud (Figure 10(g)) is depicted in Figure 10(h),10(i), showing a histogram of the volume distribution according to the diameter of the cylinders. While most diameter classes are well represented in this histogram, the 180–200 mm class is largely underestimated. We suppose, as this class is located in part of the stem, where many branch junctions are growing, that some cylinders’ diameters in the area of branch junctions are overestimated, due to the allocation of branch points to the stem cylinder before a least squares fit is applied. These cylinders are then classified into the next two larger diameter classes, leading to the depicted overestimation of total volume in these classes.

Both our method and the one of Raumonen et al. [32] are able to reconstruct height and volume very accurately (\(i.e.,\) the error is within a few percent) [56].

5.4. Group III Results

Using a loop, the total runtime for all 24 extracted trees was less than 30 min in total. Results for distance analysis, DBH and volume are given in Table 8. This table also includes ground truth DBH measurements, and a comparison of the two different DBH values is performed in Figure 11. The derived linear model shows a \( r_{adj}^2 \) value of 0.979.
Table 8. Partial results for 24 Group III trees.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Points</th>
<th>DBH&lt;sub&gt;TLS(GT)&lt;/sub&gt; (cm)</th>
<th>Vol(l)</th>
<th>sd (mm)</th>
<th>$\overline{x}$ (mm)</th>
<th>$\sigma$ (mm)</th>
<th>$\mu$ (mm)</th>
<th>Cover (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>503,794</td>
<td>10.69 (11.3)</td>
<td>64.24</td>
<td>5.39</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>3.61</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>81.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1,750,783</td>
<td>16.25 (16.5)</td>
<td>164.30</td>
<td>5.80</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>4.51</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>94.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1,033,913</td>
<td>8.96 ( 9.0)</td>
<td>54.40</td>
<td>5.24</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>3.45</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>97.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1,901,388</td>
<td>14.38 (14.5)</td>
<td>139.96</td>
<td>5.79</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>4.34</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>86.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1,091,585</td>
<td>14.35 (13.3)</td>
<td>122.11</td>
<td>7.36</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>5.77</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>78.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>722,546</td>
<td>10.41 (10.5)</td>
<td>65.21</td>
<td>6.27</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>4.52</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>86.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1,289,349</td>
<td>15.08 (15.1)</td>
<td>140.82</td>
<td>5.39</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>3.65</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>78.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>604,092</td>
<td>7.83 ( 7.9)</td>
<td>34.53</td>
<td>4.90</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>2.97</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>88.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>2,414,504</td>
<td>15.70 (14.9)</td>
<td>159.42</td>
<td>5.93</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>3.99</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>82.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>1,332,867</td>
<td>13.80 (14.3)</td>
<td>131.83</td>
<td>6.41</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>4.47</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>84.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>1,241,908</td>
<td>12.84 (12.9)</td>
<td>109.74</td>
<td>6.04</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>4.08</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>90.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>645,269</td>
<td>10.09 ( 9.9)</td>
<td>62.17</td>
<td>5.84</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>3.64</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>88.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>1,289,349</td>
<td>10.11 ( 9.8)</td>
<td>49.28</td>
<td>6.58</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>3.78</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>71.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>523,777</td>
<td>7.36 ( 8.1)</td>
<td>32.74</td>
<td>5.58</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>3.55</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>97.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>1,743,865</td>
<td>12.18 (12.2)</td>
<td>102.83</td>
<td>5.35</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>3.69</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>92.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>1,316,364</td>
<td>12.71 (12.7)</td>
<td>96.06</td>
<td>5.51</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>3.73</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>79.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>649,161</td>
<td>10.95 (11.4)</td>
<td>58.93</td>
<td>5.38</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>3.71</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>93.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>933,400</td>
<td>13.21 (12.8)</td>
<td>91.17</td>
<td>5.40</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>3.63</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>88.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>266,787</td>
<td>7.30 ( 7.4)</td>
<td>22.85</td>
<td>5.30</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>2.85</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>84.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>355,830</td>
<td>7.99 ( 7.8)</td>
<td>27.65</td>
<td>5.27</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>2.84</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>77.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>1,074,614</td>
<td>12.34 (12.5)</td>
<td>80.72</td>
<td>5.92</td>
<td>1.81</td>
<td>3.85</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>89.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>674,759</td>
<td>11.90 (11.2)</td>
<td>74.51</td>
<td>5.77</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>4.24</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>96.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>373,704</td>
<td>7.39 ( 7.4)</td>
<td>28.16</td>
<td>5.21</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>92.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>410,720</td>
<td>9.42 ( 9.8)</td>
<td>40.33</td>
<td>5.61</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>3.46</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>77.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mean 1,006,255 11.36 (11.43) 81.41 5.72 1.49 3.82 0.52 86.45

GT = ground-truth.

Although the average cover for the 24 models is only 86.45%, which naturally enlarges the parameter, $\overline{x}$, parameters of the fitted normal distribution, $\sigma$ and $\mu$, were comparable to those of Group II models.

We were able to build two allometric models using DBH as a predictor variable, as an example of the more general use of the reconstructed 3D tree information. The number of samples (24) is still too low to use these example allometric models in forestry applications.

Total above ground volume is derived from Equation (1); the volume of woody segments with diameter larger than 7 cm (solid volume) utilized a modified equation, as given in Figure 12(b). Modification of the equation was performed to prevent the prediction of solid volume for trees from being too small to contain solid segments. Models showed values for $r^2$ equaling 0.965 and 0.968, respectively. A visualization of a group of eight neighboring trees can be seen in Figure 3, depicting overlapping crowns. Low scan resolution together with occlusion effects causes a low density of data points, leading to incorrectly modeled branches located in the upper crowns.
Figure 10. Visualization of the artificial tree results (height ≈ 18 m): (g) artificial point cloud; (h) resulting cylinder model with branches colored differently; (i) volume distribution in both the original data and program results.

Figure 11. Validation of TLS-derived and manually-measured DBH measurements.
Figure 12. Two allometric models for volume estimation derived from 24 Group III models using TLS-derived DBH as the input variable: (a) total above-ground volume modeled as a function of DBH; (b) solid volume modeled as a function of DBH.

6. Conclusions

The goal of our work was to find a fully automated method capable of building cylinder models of trees providing a high level of detail and accuracy utilizing manually extracted tree point clouds. The presented Group II tree models covered the point cloud almost completely, ensuring that every compartment of the tree is represented. The distance analysis between cloud and model still neglects the detection of incorrectly added cylinders. Such cylinders can be detected efficiently through visual inspection. Inspection showed that the Group II models did not contain such cylinders. The goodness of fit provided sub-millimeter accuracy with the variance equaling \( \sim 5 \text{ mm} \) for all models. This shows a great potential of the proposed method, especially compared to traditional manual methods.

Execution of the method utilizing point cloud data from other tree species seems reasonable [55], as the total volume results of the artificial point cloud showed an overestimation of less than 3\%, comparable to the results gained by Raumonen et al. [32], in which the authors used the same point cloud. The threshold adjustment, which was needed to gain acceptable results, is a non-automatic process. This proves to be more efficient, when the user has greater insight into the proposed method.

The implementation of our method did not provide an automatic extraction of the tree points from the combined point clouds; tree extraction and pre-processing was performed manually. Existing works, such as that by Simonse et al. [7], show the potential that this process can be automated in the future.

Our work did not handle scans taken under windy conditions. Undiscussed results of scans taken under such conditions showed poorer results than those discussed. Manual or semi-automatic methods, such as that proposed by Eysn et al. [10], seem to be more promising under these circumstances than...
fully automatic methods. The downside of such manual methods is a reduced accuracy with a longer processing time.

The Group II tree scans showed a low degree of occlusion, as scans were taken with a very high resolution, while the trees had no competing neighbors. Group III scans, on the other hand, did not present these advantages; every tree had close neighbors, as depicted in Figure 3. Furthermore, the point cloud for many trees consisted of less than a million points. The attained cover of these models was by far the worst, but the resulting allometric models still showed a very good correlation with a very high $r^2_{adj}$, giving the assumption of providing acceptable volume estimation results.

In summary, the method is capable of producing tree models with a very high level of detail and accuracy. Depending on individual circumstances, such as the level of occlusion by neighboring trees, occlusion by the tree itself, the size of the tree, wind conditions and scanning resolution, the implemented algorithm’s output can provide a model representing the complete tree with every branch accounted for. Future testing and improvement of the algorithm on point clouds taken from other tree species and larger individuals, both under alternative growing conditions, is anticipated.

7. Future Work

It is envisaged to publish the software under an open source license after improvement of the implementation. For information, refer to [55], where Group I and Group II point clouds, as well as scans of other tree species, are available for development and comparison purposes.

Appendix

A. Clustering

Density-based spatial clustering of applications with noise (DBSCAN) is an efficient way to cluster spatial data. DBSCAN requires two parameters: a maximum distance, $\epsilon$, and a minimum number of points, $minPts$. A point, $p$, is considered to be a core point of a cluster, if its $\epsilon$-neighbourhood contains at least $minPts$ points. DBSCAN will return a list of clusters, consisting of core points and points whose $\epsilon$-neighbourhood contains another core point, but less than $minPts$ points (density-reachable points). The algorithm is deterministic in calculating the number of clusters and also in the determination of core and noise points. The allocation of density-reachable points to a cluster is non-deterministic. Pseudo code and a detailed description are available [57].

The runtime of DBSCAN depends on the runtime of a region query, which is executed for every point. As we used an octree for this operation, the guaranteed runtime for our implementation is $O(n^2)$ with an expected runtime of $O(n \log(n))$. 
B. Least Squares Fit for Cylinders and Circles

For both fits, we apply the Gauss–Newton algorithm [53], which linearizes the non-linear problem with an initial solution. By knowing distance $d_i$ from a point, $p_i$, to the approximated circle or cylinder, one can solve Equation (A1), with $\mathcal{J}$ being the Jacobian matrix.

$$\mathcal{J} p = d \quad (A1)$$

The open source guide [58] was referred to for implementation purposes presented in this section.

B.1. Cylinder Least Squares Fit

When the least squares fit is applied in our method, a preliminary cylinder with a start point, $c_s$, an end point, $c_e$, and a radius, $r$, is already known. The initial parameters of a cylinder, $c(x_0, y_0, z_0, a, b, c, r)$, can be derived from $c_s$, $c_e$ and $r$.

These seven parameters to be estimated can be reduced to five ($x_0, y_0, a, b, r$) by:

- a normalization of $\vec{d}_a$, so $c$ can be computed from $a$ and $b$
- a translation of $p_0$ to the origin of the coordinate system and a rotation of the input data, so $d_a$ is along the $z$-axis; therefore, $z_0$ can be determined from $a, b, x_0, y_0$.

After normalizing $\vec{d}_a$, a translation to the coordination center is applied to the point set and the initial cylinder parameters in Equation (A2):

$$\begin{pmatrix} x^t \\ y^t \\ z^t \end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix} x \\ y \\ z \end{pmatrix} - \begin{pmatrix} c_{sx} \\ c_{sy} \\ c_{sz} \end{pmatrix} \quad (A2)$$

Next, a rotation is required, so that the cylinder axis aligns with the $z$-axis, as applied in Equation (A3):

$$\begin{pmatrix} x^r \\ y^r \\ z^r \end{pmatrix} = U \begin{pmatrix} x^t \\ y^t \\ z^t \end{pmatrix} \quad (A3)$$

with rotation matrix $U$ defined as in Equation (A7), replacing $\vec{n}$ with $\vec{d}_a$.

For the minimization of squared distances $\sum_{i=1}^{n} d_i^2$, we define distance $d_i$ of a point, $p_i^r$, to the cylinder in Equation (A4):

$$d_i = r_i - r = \frac{|\vec{d}_a \times (p_i^r - p_0^r)|}{|\vec{d}_a|} - r \quad (A4)$$

thus changing global Equation (A1) to the least squares system in Equation (A5):

$$\begin{pmatrix} -\frac{x_1}{r_1} & -\frac{y_1}{r_1} & -\frac{z_1}{r_1} & \frac{p_{x0}}{r_1} & \frac{p_{y0}}{r_1} & -1 \\ -\frac{x_2}{r_2} & -\frac{y_2}{r_2} & -\frac{z_2}{r_2} & \frac{p_{x0}}{r_2} & \frac{p_{y0}}{r_2} & -1 \\ \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots \\ -\frac{x_n}{r_n} & -\frac{y_n}{r_n} & -\frac{z_n}{r_n} & \frac{p_{x0}}{r_n} & \frac{p_{y0}}{r_n} & -1 \end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix} p_{x0} \\ p_{y0} \\ p_{r} \end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix} -d_1 \\ -d_2 \\ \vdots \\ -d_n \end{pmatrix} \quad (A5)$$
Parameters must be updated in each iteration according to Equation (A6):

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
    x_0 \\
    y_0 \\
    z_0
\end{pmatrix}
:=
\begin{pmatrix}
    x_0 \\
    y_0 \\
    z_0
\end{pmatrix}
+ U^{-1}
\begin{pmatrix}
    p_{x0} \\
    p_{y0} \\
    -p_{x0}pa - p_{y0}pb
\end{pmatrix}
\]

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
    a \\
    b \\
    c
\end{pmatrix}
:=
U^{-1}
\begin{pmatrix}
    pa \\
    pb \\
    1
\end{pmatrix}
\]

\[r := r + p_r\] (A6)

Utilization of steps from Equation (A2) to Equation (A6) are repeated, until one of the following circumstances becomes true:

- The standard deviation of the points to the fitted cylinder falls below a threshold of 3 mm.
- A maximum number of 30 iterations is reached.

Thresholds have been estimated by the observation of the standard deviation change for each iteration for various cylinders. Using more than 30 iterations results in longer run times without a noticeable improvement of the fit, while a standard deviation of less than 3 mm can already be considered as a near perfect fit of irregular branch segments, shown by the distance analysis provided in Section 5.2.

The fitted cylinder is infinite in length; however, a cylinder segment with a start and an end point is desired, so we project the initial start and end point to the fitted axis, ax.

B.2. Circle Least Squares Fit

For fitting a circle into a TLS point set, \( P \), representing a cross-sectional cut with the least squares method, \( P \) must be translated into \( \mathbb{R}^2 \). As a cross-sectional cut through the point cloud is coplanar, first, the best fit plane procedure (refer to Section C) is applied to calculate plane \( Pl(\vec{n}, p) \). A rotation of \( P \) is applied, so that \( \vec{n} \) is parallel to the \( z \)-axis. Rotation-matrix \( U \) is computed by a multiplication of a rotation, \( U_1 \), around the \( x \)-axis to bring \( \vec{n} \) into the \( x,z \)-plane and a second rotation, \( U_2 \), around the \( y \)-axis directing \( \vec{n} \) along the \( z \)-axis. \( U \) is described in Equation (A7), with \( \alpha \) being the angle between \( \vec{n} \) and the \( x,z \)-plane and \( \beta \) the angle between \( U_1\vec{n} \) and the \( z \)-axis.

\[
U = U_2U_1 = \begin{pmatrix}
    \cos \beta & 0 & \sin \beta \\
    0 & 1 & 0 \\
    -\sin \beta & 0 & \cos \beta
\end{pmatrix}
\begin{pmatrix}
    1 & 0 & 0 \\
    0 & \cos \alpha & \sin \alpha \\
    0 & -\sin \alpha & \cos \alpha
\end{pmatrix}
\] (A7)

The rotated \( P' \) is now translated into \( \mathbb{R}^2 \) by using only \( x,y \)-coordinates of \( p_i' \in P' \). For an initial estimation of \( x_0, y_0 \) and \( r \) of a circle, \( c(x_0, y_0, r) \), we first minimize the distance function given in Equation (A8), with \( r_i \) being the distance of \( p_1 \) to \( p_0(x_0, y_0) \):

\[d_i = r_i^2 - r^2\] (A8)
leading to linear least squares system in Equation (A9):

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
2x_1 & 2y_1 & -1 \\
2x_2 & 2y_2 & -1 \\
\vdots & \vdots & \vdots \\
2x_n & 2y_n & -1 \\
\end{pmatrix}
\begin{pmatrix}
x_0 \\
y_0 \\
\rho \\
\end{pmatrix}
= 
\begin{pmatrix}
x_1^2 + y_1^2 \\
x_2^2 + y_2^2 \\
\vdots \\
x_n^2 + y_n^2 \\
\end{pmatrix}
\]  

(A9)

with \( \rho \) defined in Equation (A10):

\[
\rho = x_0^2 + y_0^2 - r^2
\]  

(A10)

With initial parameters \( x_0, y_0, r \), we can minimize \( \sum_{i=1}^{n} d_i^2 \), with \( d_i \) being defined in Equation (A11):

\[
d_i = \sqrt{((x_i - x_0)^2 + (y_i - y_0)^2) - r^2}
\]  

(A11)

Global Equation (A1) with defined \( d_i \) leads to the linear least squares system in Equation (A12):

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
\frac{\partial d_1}{\partial x_0} & \frac{\partial d_1}{\partial y_0} & \frac{\partial d_1}{\partial r} \\
\frac{\partial d_2}{\partial x_0} & \frac{\partial d_2}{\partial y_0} & \frac{\partial d_2}{\partial r} \\
\vdots & \vdots & \vdots \\
\frac{\partial d_n}{\partial x_0} & \frac{\partial d_n}{\partial y_0} & \frac{\partial d_n}{\partial r} \\
\end{pmatrix}
\begin{pmatrix}
p_{x_0} \\
p_{y_0} \\
p_r \\
\end{pmatrix}
= 
\begin{pmatrix}
-x_1-x_0 \\
-x_2-x_0 \\
\vdots \\
-x_n-x_0 \\
\end{pmatrix}
\begin{pmatrix}
y_1-y_0 \\
y_2-y_0 \\
\vdots \\
y_n-y_0 \\
\end{pmatrix}
-1
\]  

(A12)

which must be solved to update parameters according to Equation (A13):

\[
x_0 := x_0 + p_{x_0} \\
y_0 := y_0 + p_{y_0} \\
r := r + p_r
\]  

(A13)

Utilization of the steps in Equations (A12) and (A13) are repeated, until one of the following circumstances becomes true:

- The standard deviation of \( P^r \) to the fitted circle falls below a threshold of 3 mm.
- A maximum number of 30 iterations is reached.

C. Plane Fitting Using Principal Component Analysis

Let \( P \) be a subset of \( n \) points, as shown in Equation (A14):

\[
P = \{ p_i | p_i \in P \land i \in \{1, \ldots, n\} \}
\]  

(A14)

with \( \overline{p} \) being the subset’s center of mass. Then, its covariance matrix \( \mathbf{C} \) is formed according to Equation (A15).

\[
\mathbf{C} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (p_i - \overline{p})(p_i - \overline{p})^T = \begin{pmatrix}
s_{x}^2 & s_{xy} & s_{xz} \\
s_{xy} & s_{y}^2 & s_{yz} \\
s_{xz} & s_{yz} & s_{z}^2 \\
\end{pmatrix}
\]  

(A15)

\( \mathbf{C} \) is a \( 3 \times 3 \), real, positive, semi-definite matrix [59]. \( \mathbf{C} \) can be decomposed into the eigenvectors, \( \mathbf{v}_1, \mathbf{v}_2, \mathbf{v}_3 \), satisfying the linear Equation (A16), where \( \lambda_i \) are the eigenvalues corresponding to each \( \mathbf{v}_i \).

\[
\mathbf{C}\mathbf{v}_i = \lambda_i \mathbf{v}_i
\]  

(A16)
This decomposition is called principal component analysis (PCA). The natural order of the tuple $(\vec{v}_1, \vec{v}_2, \vec{v}_3)$ also satisfies the expression $\lambda_1 > \lambda_2 > \lambda_3$. Then, $\vec{v}_1$ is defined as the first principal component of $P$, being the vector oriented along the direction of the greatest variance of $P$. All principal components are orthogonal to each other. The fitted plane in point-normal form is defined by $\vec{p}$ and $\vec{v}_1$.

D. Required Software Interaction

**Figure A1.** Data processing flowchart.
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